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Statistical Approach to the Measurement of Velocity Field
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Abstract: Present paper describes the principle and applications of a velocity measurement using
statistical analysis of visualized flow images. The authors have developed a new algorithm for the
measurement using the passing probability of a particle. It is known that this kind methods gives the total
flow speed at each pixel unit. In this study, the method is extended by forming the governing equation
using the Lagrange's differentiation. The process is similar to the so-called spatio-temporal derivative
method. The extension of the equation enables to measure the velocity components with the help of the
statistical technique. The idea is based on the fact that the temporal derivative of luminance function is
proportional to the vector product of the flow velocity and the gradient of luminance function in space
which gives the velocity component normal to the edge of particle image. This is easy to apply on the
three-dimensionalflow field.

Keywords: PIV, statistical analysis, spatio-temporal derivative, flow velocity measurement, wake
measurement.

1. Introduction
Flow visualization has been a useful technique to catch up the physical phenomena in flow field. Recent
developments of the digital image processing produce new measurement techniques which quantify the flow
information in images such as flow velocity. A number of papers on the development of the technique have been
published already. The measurement technique enables to obtain the instantaneous velocity field realize the non
intrusive measurement and reduce the consuming time for measurement drastically.

For steady flows, the time-averaged velocity distribution in addition of the instantaneous velocity is also
useful in the practical sense. The so-called spatio filtering method (Kobayashi, 1980; Katoh, 1992) is a most
popular one for the measurement of time-mean speed of a moving obstacle. It is, however, difficult to determine
the suitable optical filter, which depends on the flow field. The authors have developed a measurement technique
having high spatio resolution (Okuno et al., 1993; Okuno et al., 1994). The measurement technique obtains the
time-averaged velocity speed directly from the image data, i.e., the technique does not need to identify the velocity
vectors in each image. The technique gives flow speed at every pixel unit. Nishio et al. (1995, 1996) introduced
the statistical approach into the analysis of the measurement. The flow speed can be derived with the method, and
it is still useful from the practical point of view. In this paper, the statistical process is extended to the
measurement of the velocity vectors by considering the governing equation using the Lanrange's differentiation and
introducing the stream line coordinate system.

2. Probability of Particle Passing
Present measurement technique is based on the fact that the passing probability of a particle is proportional to the
local flow speed. In this paper, as Figure 1 shows the schematic view of the particle in the flow field, the particle
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positions are represented by (x, y, z) using a Cartesian co-ordinate system, and the sheet illumination is normal to
the x-axis. The stream line co-ordinate system (~, 1], S) is also used where ~ shows the local flow direction, and
the measurement point is represented by ~ = ~o. The luminance at ~ = ~o looks like heart beat signal, and the beat
speed is proportional to the absolute value of flow speed if the particle concentration is constant and uniform
through the measurement.

z

""S(t) = f(€o - ut)

y

Fig. 1. Schematic view of a particle passing through a sheet illumination and coordinate systems in the

flow field.

Non-uniformity of the particle concentration in space would be found from the experimental condition. In
this case, the flow speed is given by the ratio of the possibility of particle passing and the particle concentration.
Considering a tracer particle which passes through the sheet illumination at ~ = ~o, the measured luminance
function is given as Sct). j shows the luminance function along the stream lines when illumination of the same, is
given over the whole flow field. Then Sct) is shown with functionjas follows.

s(t) =./ (~o - u/), (1)

where u shows the velocity at ~ = ~o.

The luminance functionj also can be regarded as the function of position (x, y, z) and time t. When the fluid
at a point F(x - L1x, y - Ay, z - Az) moves to F'(x + L1x, y + Ay, z + Az), the difference of luminance between these
two points can be expressed as shown in Eq.(2).

./(x+ A.:t;y+ Ay,z +Az;I+A/) - ./(x-A.:t;y-Ay,z -Az;I- A/)=g(.:t;y, z; t; AI), (2)

where g(x, y, z, t, At) shows the gradient of back ground illumination which is a function of position, time and time
interval. When the change of the luminance function and the velocity field are smooth enough, those values can be
expressed using the Taylor's expansion around the point (x, y, z, t).

- C!! C!! C!! C!! "2./(x+ A.:t;y+Ay, z +Az; I+A/)--=./(.:t; Y, z; I)+-Llx+- Lly+_Llz+ -Llt+ O(u ),
dx Jy Jz JI

Llx= uLlI +_l_Ju Ju +v Ju +w Ju 1. (Llt)2 + 0(83).
2lJx Jy JzJ

(3)

(4)

(5)

Ay, Az can be expanded as same as L1x. By substituting them into Eq.(2) with assuming that the higher order terms
are small enough, the following equation which shows the governing equation of the gradient method, is obtained
(Fukinuke, 1981; Horn et al., 1981; Hildreth, 1984; Ando, 1989; Okuno et al., 1991).

C!!+uC!!+v C!!+wC!! = lim g(x,y,z,t,At)
JI Jx Jy Jz !lHO 2At
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The flow velocity is expressed by (us, U", Ui;) when the stream line co-ordinate system is introduced, and
U" =Us =0 because ~ shows the local velocity direction, Therefore the governing equation is expressed as follows,

C!I +U C!I = lim g(~, 1], S, t, At)
Jt S J~ !lHO 2At

(6)

When the gradient of back ground illumination, g(~, 1], 1;, t, At), is negligibly smaller than the change of luminance
in time At, the time averaged flow speed IUsl is obtained by applying the time mean operation as shown in Eq,(7),

X,Y,Z

Fig. 2. Principle of the spatia-temporal derivative method.

1 iTIC!lI
117 1= T 0 Ji dt

S ~iTIC!lI
T 0 J~ dt

(7)

Equation (7) shows that the time averaged flow speed is given by the ratio of the statistical values of the derivatives
of luminance in time and space, Furthermore, Equation (7) can be expressed with the statistical values, since the
luminance function is assumed here to be a stationary random process and the expectations are equal to the
corresponding temporal averages,

(8)

where the operator E[ ] shows the ensemble average, Equation (8) shows that the present analysis does not need
the successive images in time, but the random sampled, Usually the spatio derivatives of luminance along the
stream line, {)f/J~, cannot be known without flow field data, However, since it is possible to assume the isotropic
local particle concentration, the following relationship can be used,

(9)

Equation (9) shows that {)f/J~, can be estimated from the spatio derivative of the flow image visualized on sheet
illumination both in the case of two- and three-dimensional case,

3. Measurement of Velocity Vectors
Equation (5) shows the governing equation of the spatio-temporal derivative method, and also the general

form of the change of luminance in visualized flow images, In the previous section, the flow speed is obtained by
introducing the stream line co-ordinate system, However, the velocity components cannot be obtained with them,
In this section, the principle of the measurement of velocity vectors using statistical approach is described,
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When the gradient of the background luminance is negligibly smaller than the change of luminance, the
governing equation can be expressed as follows.

(10)

Assuming the local uniformity of velocity field, and applying the least square technique, the velocity
vectors have been obtained by the spatio-temporal derivative method. Equation (10) can be regarded as the
summation of the temporal derivative term and the inner-product between the velocity vector u(u, v, w) and the
gradient of luminance function 'If Then Equation (10) can be re-written into the following vector notation as
shown in Eq.(ll), and the normalized form in Eq.(12).

(11)

(12)

where ax=(djldx)/h, CXy =(djldy)/h, az=(djldz)/h, [3 = (djldt)/h, h ={(djldx? + (djldy?+ (djldz?}ll2, and also, a; +
a; + a; = 1. The unit vector n =(az, CXy, az) shows the direction of maximum gradient of the luminance function,
and Eq.(12) can be expressed as,

n-u+ [3 = O. (13)

When binarization is applied on the images, n represents the normal vector of the particle image boundary as
shown in Fig. 3. Then Eq.(13) shows that the temporal derivative of luminance function, [3, gives the velocity
component normal to the edge of particle image. The appearance rate of normal vector n is constant in any
direction because the particle images are usually round and no deflection to any particular direction. Therefore, it
is possible to obtain the velocity direction through statistical analysis of the distribution of - [3n =(- [3az, - [3CXy,
- [3az). For the two-dimensional flow field, the analytically obtained probability density function of - [3n in the
case of u =(1,0) is shown in Fig. 4. The average of the vectors gives the flow direction.

n
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Fig. 3. Displacement of a particle image and its normal vector.

1.0

Fig. 4. Diagram for determination of flow direction.
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When the sheet illumination is used in the present study, all components of the spatio derivatives Vf cannot
be derived at the same time, Double sheet illumination system is considered to realize the three-dimensional flow
field measurement Figure 5 shows the schematic view of the measurement Sheet illuminations are given at x =
xo + L1x, xo - L1x, and normal to x-axis. Two illuminations are flushed alternately, and the flushing frequency is
synchronized to the image capturing, Four images are used for the analysis, The Taylor s expansion can be
applied to the luminance function when its change is smooth enough,

.1;+3 = f(xo+Ax, y, z, to + 3A t)

- C!I C!I 2- f(xo, y, z, to) + dX Ax+3JjAt + O( 8 ).

Then the derivatives {)f/dt, {)f/Jx can be obtained as follows,

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

Here {)f/Jy and ()f/Jz can be obtained by calculating the derivatives on images in each moment, and averaging
operation, Then spatio and temporal derivatives are obtained from the four images, and the velocity vectors are
calculated in the same process of two-dimensional case,

z Tracer particle

Sheet illmnination2

Xo - b.xr--+----,

Xo+ !::"X .----+--+---,

v

Fig. 5. Schematic view of the measurement in three-dimensional flow field.

4. Least Square Method
The better understanding on the present statistical approach would be achieved by introducing the least square
method, The governing equation for the change of visualized flow image is given as shown in Eq,(10),
Summation of the quadratic norm can be expressed as,
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R- ~ (CK -CK -CK _CK)2
-~ ~+U~+V~+W~

; = 1 dt oX oy oZ,

where j, shows the luminance function at t = t; and u= (u, v, w) the time-mean velocity at [tl, tN] .

given at the minimum point of norm R, and the condition is given as Eq.(21).

Then uis given as the solution of following simultaneous algebraic equations.

(20)

The velocity ii is

(21)

-f (¥ ¥)
;=1 dx dt

-f (¥ ¥)
;=1 dy dt

-~ (¥ ¥)f:r dz dt

(22)

A=

t(ff
~ (¥ ¥)f:r dy dx

~ (¥ ¥)f:r dz dx

~ (¥ ¥)f:r dx dy

f (f)2
1 = 1 ()'

~ (¥ ¥)f:r dz dy

~ (¥ ¥)f:r dx dz

~ (¥ ¥)f:r dy dz

t(tf
(23)

The right hand side of Eq.(22) shows the same contributions with -f3n as described in the previous section. The
diagonal members in the matrix are usually larger than others, and the matrix approaches to the diagonal matrix
when the number of sampling is large enough as shown in Eq.(24).

N N N
lim ~ " ¥ ¥ = lim ~ " ¥ ¥ = lim ~ " ¥ ¥ =0
N-->~ N f:r dx dy N-->~ N f:r dy dz N-->~ N f:r dz dx

(24)

The final results of the statistical analysis described in the previous sections are equal to the solution of Eq.(22)
when matrix A is diagonal. Non-diagonal members in the matrix of A should be considered when the sampling
number is small. The contributions of non-diagonal members would appear in the uncertainty of the obtained
results as shown in the following numerical simulations.

5. Measurements
The analysis of visualized flow images is examined through experiments and numerical simulations. The
measured and calculated results of the flow speed and velocity vector are described in the following sections.

5.1 Flow Speed Measurement
The present method on the flow speed measurement is applied on the measurement of rotating disk. Figure 6
shows the particle-patterned disk which is rotated around the center. The image data were collected by random,
and the rotating speed is analyzed. Figure 7 shows the measured rotating speed against the radius r. The
relationship of these values can be regarded as linear, and the variance of the measured data increases as r
increases. The variance, error band of the random error S, is proportional to the measured flow speed. Figure 8
shows the relative values of random error are uniform in the measurement range.

Wake distribution behind a circular cylinder was measured. A cylinder was installed vertically in a small
circulating water channel, and a sheet illumination was given from the bottom of a observation section. The tracer,
500 uss: nylon particles, are seeded for visualization. Figure 9 shows the schematic view of the measurement area
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and the wake pattern when the Reynolds number Rn= UDlv=1600, The dark area represents the low speed area and
the bright the high speed, The measured wake pattern shows the shear layer around the edge of the circular
cylinder, The convergence is not sufficient so as to find large variance in the result for the 800 pair of images used
in this study, High concentration of tracer particles is required for the quick convergence,
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Fig. 6. Particle patterned rotating disk.
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Fig. 7. Measured speed of rotating disk.
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Fig. 8. Measured relative value and random error band.
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5.2 Numerical Simulation for Velocity Field

The principle of the velocity field measurement, as shown in Eq.(l3), is examined through numerical simulations.
The particle images are created numerically. The particle positions are generated using a random function, and the
diameter of the particle image is d = 4.0(pixel). The particle concentration is 1.25 X 10-2 (l/pixeF), and the flow
velocity is lui = 1.0. The binarized images are used for the analysis, and the spatio derivatives are evaluated by
surrounding four pixel data through finite difference scheme. Therefore, the normal vectors of particle images are
appeared in eight directions, and the statistical values four directions due to its symmetry. Figure 10 shows the
calculated probability distributions of the simulation and the averaged flow vectors. Each vectors represents the
possibility of particle passing in its direction. 8 represents the given flow direction where lui = (cos8, sin8), and e
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the estimated. The agreements are good at e=0, n/4 due to the symmetry of the distribution. Figure 11 shows the
estimated flow direction against the correct angles. eare smaller at e= [0, n/4], and larger at e= [n/4, nl2]. The
digitizing of the images on cell matrix would be the main error factor, i.e., the sensitivities of the derivatives are
different in orthgonal direction and horizontal and vertical directions.

5.3 Measurements ofVelocity Vectors

The statistical approach is applied on the measurement of velocity vectors. The tracer, 50 uss: nylon particles, are
used for the visualization here, and the uniform flow with lui = 0.02 m/s is visualized with a sheet illumination
given from the bottom. The CCD camera is rotated around its axis for the evaluation of the measurement. Figure
12 shows the velocity distribution obtained from 300 pair of images. It is possible to obtain the velocity vectors at
every pixel unit with the present method. Because a high concentration of vectors is achieved, only the center part
of the image, 20 X 20 pixel, is shown in Fig. 12. The convergence is not sufficient, and the absent vectors show
the points where the particle passing cannot be observed. Figure 13 shows the mean value of velocity angles in the
area. The white marks show the measured values obtained form 100 pair of images, and the black for 300 pair.
The solid line shows the exact values, and the measured value is linear against the given angles. Figure 14 shows
the comparison of the measurements and the numerical simulations at the same number of sampling. The variance
of the measured values is larger than that of the simulation. Larger number of image data or wider area for the
averaging is required to achieve higher accuracy.

Uniform flow

~
x

Fig. 9. Schematic view of flow field measurement and measured wake distribution.
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Fig. 10. Calculated probability distribution and flow vector.



Fig. 11. Comparison of exact velocity direction and the calculated result.

Fig. 12. Measured velocity field through statistical analysis.
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Fig. 13. Measured velocity direction.
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Fig.14. Comparison of the measured and calculated velocity vector.
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6. Conclusions

Statistical Approach to the Measurement 01Velocity Field

Present paper describes the statistical approach to the measurement of velocity field. The governing equation is
formed using the Lagrange s differentiation as same as the gradient method and its vector notation shows that the
statistical values of luminance derivatives contain the flow information of velocity vectors. The measurement
technique has the pixel unit spatio resolution. The experiments and numerical simulations using the present
method are carried out for the two- and three-dimensional flow fields. The three-dimensional flow field
measurement is realized by the double sheet illumination system.

The dynamic range of present technique is limited, and the short time interval between the images is
required to increase the range. The measurement technique would be useful in the wide practical flows because of
the simple analysis process and system even in the case of three-dimensional flow.
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